Overcoming The Challenges To Living A Life Of Lasting Passion

By Alex Allman

Passion... Love... Romance... Intensity... A life lived in the fast lane... A relationship filled with juice and fire...

Welcome to your future life.

Here’s what you’ll find inside of this Revolutionary Sex Special Report:

• The Uncomfortable Truth That No One Wants To Admit About Why Most Men Don’t Ever Experience Full-Force, Passionate Relationships... There are many challenges to living a life a life of passion, but this one is the biggest, and the one that takes most guys out of the game

• Why I Called One Of My Readers A “Wuss”... and why he thanked me for it later (though, when he sees it here in this report he might not be as forgiving)

• How Being Passionate In The Bedroom Can Save You Thousands In Credit Card Debt... yep, truth can indeed be stranger than fiction, and I couldn’t have made this one up if I tried... though it didn’t surprise me one bit...

• A “Wishful Thinking” Idea That Turned Out To Be The Voice Of Destiny... and how that simple idea can make your life and your relationship more powerful, connected, passionate, and gutsy than you ever thought possible...
British filmmaker John Boorman said that sex is only interesting when it releases passion.

American filmmaker Woody Allan said, sex is like pizza… even when it’s bad it’s pretty good.

And I’ll be honest, I tend to agree with Woody on this one.

But I think everyone can agree that passion elevates sex to an entirely different level. Sure, even the most casual sex can be pretty good. But at its best, at its most intense, at its most passionate, sex can be one of the top experiences in a lifetime. It can even be completely transformative.

Becoming a passionate lover is the obvious first step to having completely engaging, all absorbing, passionate sex…

And if you already are a passionate lover then you have left a powerful imprint on every woman you have made love to (even if that has only been one woman to whom you’ve devoted your life).

A woman never forgets a man of passion.

“It’s only interesting when it releases passion. The more extreme and the more expressed that passion is, the more unbearable does life seem without it. It reminds us that if passion dies or is denied, we are partly dead and that soon, come what may, we will be wholly so.”

John Boorman

Unfortunately for women, there are plenty of men who are passionate about getting laid…but the number of men who are truly passionate lovers? Well, ask your female friends about it…

They are so rare that most women have never experienced one, and never will. In fact, many women think that passionate lovers, like super heroes and mythological figures, are just… well… fictional - that they only exist in movies and the pages of romance novels.

Now, as for passionate sex…
Most people you ask will tell you that they have had passionate sex... maybe even many times. They can tell you about that time when they were drinking, and their inhibitions were down, and their girl was so hot for it that she was nearly begging for it...

Really hot sex is not that rare, and many couples, even couples that generally lack passion, have tasted that edge... they have had a glimpse of what surrendering to full passion could mean.

When desire (or just plain horniness) is strong and inhibitions are down... and especially when it’s still all new between a couple... some very wild sex can happen.

And if you’ve been there, I don’t have to tell you... it’s FANTASTIC.

So what keeps us from doing it all the time?

Why do we settle for less the very next day and with the very same partner?

And why can’t we keep it? Why does it fade so fast when you are in a relationship?

And most of all... why does it so often seem to be that as we fall in love... as our emotions deepen for a woman... that instead of growing, the passion usually fades?

I’m building a program right now where I am going to go into those questions in some very serious depth... but to zoom out to the big picture for you first, the reason for all of these questions is that:

There is another level.

There is a higher level than passionate sex, and it requires that you are, first, a passionate lover. And, like I said, that is pretty rare.

Second, it requires that your partner is a passionate lover as well.

The good news here is that you can learn to become a passionate lover. The better news is that a passionate man can also learn to awaken the passion in his woman.

Of course, this can go the other way too, and a woman of passion can awaken the passion in a man... but it is more uncommon for a woman to lead in this way. And I’m going to explain exactly why that is in just a moment.

But first, let me just put a label on what I believe is the “next level”. Beyond passionate sex, is the super-rare thing that can only be named: Passionate Love Making.

In the last several years since I wrote my original book I have received probably thousands of emails from couples. I have personally interviewed hundreds more. And I am well certain when I tell you that, this is so rare that most people don’t even know it exists.

Most couples will tell you about wild passionate sex and about tender, soft love-making... but passionate love making is something that seems almost like a contradiction in terms.

Now I know that what I’m talking about sounds a little bit arbitrary and vague at this point, but there are clear, understandable, and measurable factors that separate passionate sex from passionate love making. One of the important distinctions is this:

Passionate love making does not fade with time. It stays hot and wild, and with a little work, it can remain that way for year after year. (And, yes, in the course of my new program I am going to prove that to you).

But first, as promised by the name of this report, I’m going to talk about the obstacles to having a fully passionate relationship and leading a passionate LIFE.

There are 4 areas of challenge in living with passion:

- Your ability and desire to be a passionate person in your daily life
- Your willingness to be sexually passionate
- Having the ability to bring out passion in your partner and thus have a passionate relationship together
- Making passion last
Why Most Men Don’t Ever Experience Full-Force Passionate Relationships...

There is a common belief that true passion in a relationship isn’t something that you can create… it’s something that happens when you meet “the right one.” It’s magic. It can’t be planned for. It either happens or it doesn’t.

Well, that turns out to be bullshit.

Either that, or some people attract a lot more magic than others. Is it just their destiny to lead a more exciting life than everyone else? I don’t think so.

Earlier I mentioned that it is uncommon for a woman to lead the way in creating a powerfully passionate relationship.

Of course, normally, the job falls to no one. Most couples just never get there. But when a man is a passionate lover he can awaken the passion in his woman. And the reason that this rarely occurs in the other direction is that the biggest challenge and obstacle to living with passion is something that men wrestle with as they grow up far more than women do...

In fact, it is one of things that every boy can relate to as he challenged himself and struggled to become a man...

The biggest obstacle to passion is FEAR.

Yeah, I know, you think you’re tough. And maybe you’ve even been in a situation or two where you’ve proven your courage under fire… even under lethal fire.

But I’m standing behind this one. If you are not living a fully passionate life, then I’m calling you out. In one way or another, no matter how brave you may be in other areas of your life, you’ve got some fears that are holding you back from living the full-force life you were meant to live.

Think about your life for a minute. I’m no different from you… I can think of times in my life where I did the right thing in bad situations, where I was decisive and took action when others were frightened or even in a state of panic. I think about those times and I feel good about them… but there is also a feeling of inevitability. I just did what I did. I did what I had to do. I did what seemed natural at the time. It’s hard to take credit for it.

But there were also times in my life when… and there’s no way to put this nicely… I chickened out.

I just didn’t have the guts to do what I knew was right… or I hesitated and then it was just too late. Sometimes just thinking through the risks is enough to paralyze you in the moment. If you could just ACT without thinking, you would always do the courageous thing...

The world awaits the man of action who strips from himself, and from others, customs which have lasted a thousand years, and sets a better precedent for posterity to follow.

Friedrich Nietzsche

But, of course, if you didn’t think about it, you’d also do the stupid-ass thing pretty often too.

Either way, it takes a measure of guts just be honest with yourself about the times when you were less than brave. It’s a bad feeling in your stomach to feel that humiliation without making excuses, but if you can’t drop all the “rational reasons why” you didn’t take action when things got dangerous, you’ll never grow… you’ll never “do better next time.”

The fact is, being passionate isn’t something that you feel alone, on the inside, while remaining calm and quiet on the outside. It’s something that you DO. It’s action.

And we have a lot of rationalizations for why we don’t take that action.

But in the end, it really comes down to fear:

Fear that you’ll look ridiculous.

Fear that you’ll make a fool out of yourself.

Fear that she won’t feel the same way.
Case Study:
Why I Called One Of My Readers A Wuss

This is important.

If it wasn’t, I wouldn’t be doing it, because I could end up with no friends left.

I value the privacy of the people that write in with questions to me, but I also know that there is a lot of good that I can do by sharing those emails with others… which is why if you ever write to me, you gotta know that this could be YOU splashed all across one of my “Special Reports”. Of course, I do go in and change various details to keep things anonymous (and with a billion people on the Internet, it’s unlikely that anyone you know will ever see it anyway).

Bottom line… this guy had the guts to talk about his situation, and I know for a fact that there are a million guys who are going to see themselves in this story…

First off, I just want to say how much I’m enjoying reading the newsletters and have found your e-book to be very good as well. I haven’t read through the entire thing yet, but from what I’ve read it seems to be great.

I’m a __ year old male, single, and have been friends with a girl for about __ years now. She’s 22. About 8 months ago we started hanging out more than usual and seemed to be becoming closer and my I started to develop some feelings for her and they became pretty strong. I was going to tell her how I felt, but before I could say
anything to her about it, she told me that she thought she had feelings for me. So at first I'm thinking GREAT!, but what has come since then hasn't really been what I've expected.

When she first told me she had feelings for me, she had also said she wasn't sure how strong they were and also that she was afraid to make a commitment to me because she knows it would be a serious relationship (which I'm assuming is because we were close already) and wasn't sure if she even wanted to date anybody right now. So after a lot of talking, we decided to just continue where we were heading (i.e. hanging out and spending more time together) and just see where it goes.

So here's where what I've read from you comes in. Mostly related to being confident, sexually assertive, and to touch her as much as possible, etc. So for the first 2 to 2 1/2 months it seemed to be going really well. There was a bit of playful touching (nothing sexual really), joking around, laughing, having a good time, etc. Also on a couple of occasions I would get signals (that I hope I interpreted properly) from her that she wanted me to touch her. For example, one night she'd constantly be complaining about sore shoulders and then I would go ahead and rub her shoulders, neck, etc. This happened a couple times so I was like great things are moving forward and in the direction that I was hoping.

Then about a month ago, she became kind of distant. Wasn't talking to me as much. We were still hanging out but her body language seemed kind of different. At first I shrugged it off because I know how girls can get like that sometimes, but after a month I started to really scratch my head wondering what's going on. She's says she just needed some space to figure stuff out so I was like ok that's cool. Then about 2 minutes and I was thinking that she wanted to be touched by me, but then I also think maybe she's just doing that for the hell of it, who knows.

Sorry for the long email and like I said before I know you're busy so if you don't have time to respond I understand. I'd just really like to know how I know for sure that she wants me to touch her so that I don't overstep the boundary of taking it slow/her not knowing what she wants, etc. Also, how do I display my confidence (which I do have) and sexual assertiveness without overstepping this same boundary? I really care for and respect this girl, and don't want to do anything to screw it up.

Now I know a lot of you geniuses out there are shaking your heads right now… and some guys might be thinking, “this is a dating issue and I’m married so this has nothing to do with me…”

Wrong, and wrong. This is one of those things that is pretty easy to see from the outside… but when you are on the inside of a relationship like this, it can be completely different because you’ve got so much more at stake… in other words… you’ve got fear in the game.

And as for this being a “dating” issue… this email perfectly describes the majority of men I know who complain to me that they are unsatisfied with the passion in their marriage.
So this was my reply:

Holy crap!
It was frustrating just READING that.

Let me be super clear on this: you are being a wuss.

There are 3 possibilities here and I’ll lay them out for you so you can deal with this immediately and move on with your life.

**Possibility 1)** There is a 99% chance that she said, "let's move slow" because she was so embarrassed that she was the one who had to make the first move and tell you she had feelings for you...

It's kind of the man's job to advance things, and on some level, most women will resent you if you put them in the position of having to lead in this stuff.

What she probably wanted (like I said, I'm 99% sure on this) was that after she made the bold move saying that she had feelings, that you would make her feel better by manning up and being **twice as bold** and saying, "at last! I've been wanting you all along!" throwing her on the bed and making passionate love to her until her eyes popped out.

I can’t even imagine her frustration level when you didn’t do that and she actually had to go to desperation plan 2:

"The line, "my shoulders hurt", doesn't mean give me a back rub... it means, "you may give me a back rub as an excuse to get things started, and then make passionate love to me until my eyes pop out."

When you give her a back rub and then stop with that... it is showing such an extreme lack of courage in moving things forward that part of her is so frustrated and hurt by your lack of sexual affection that she is obviously going to be angry... and that is why she seemed withdrawn for a while afterwards.

She must be thinking that either you are the world's biggest wuss, or that you agreed that you had feelings for her too because you didn't want to hurt her feelings... but that, really, you think she is **horribly ugly and sexually repellent** (women can be very insecure and that is probably EXACTLY how you are making her feel).

**Possibility 2)** There is, of course, a 1% chance that she is crazy or that you are delusional and not really giving me accurate information about how things went down...

In this case, maybe she really is uncomfortable with you sexually, and she's freaked out by your touch, and really just wants to be friends.

This seems really, really unlikely.

But... if this IS the case, solution #1 above is a very bad idea.

The better resolution would be to say, "you know that whole 'feelings for each other thing? That was stupid. Our friendship is too valuable. Let's go back to being just friends and not thinking about all that yucky sex stuff."

**Possibility #3** This one is a 50-50...

It is entirely possible that she started out as #1 and is now #2. You see, in her mind, she

"Without passion man is a mere latent force and possibility, like the flint which awaits the shock of the iron before it can give forth its spark."

Henri-Frédéric Amiel

And also, just to completely clear this up for you, when a woman runs the tips of her fingers across her breasts after saying she thinks she might have feelings for you, it is the universal body language code that means: "make love to me right now until my eyes pop out or I am going to explode!"

I frankly can't believe that she is still being nice to you.

I can promise you this... keep up this wuss behavior and she will ultimately either hate you... or find herself a nice boyfriend who will have sex with her so that she doesn’t have to think about you at all anymore.

In case you haven’t figured it out yet, the simple solution to your dilemma is to throw her onto the bed and make love to her until her eyes pop out.

**REVOLUTIONARY SEX**

Special Report

Nothing great has been and nothing great can be accomplished without passion

- Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel
feels like after giving you all of these OBVIOUS signals (yes, to women these signals are considered obvious), that you have been sexually rejecting HER advances over and over again.

So now she may be so hurt, that when you finally get around to sexually escalating things with her, she just might want to "give you some of your own medicine" and reject you just so you can feel how bad it hurts.

Really, she must be feeling some level of hurt and frustration by now.

The only way out of this box... if this is where you are now... is some radical honesty.

Something like, "You know what, I've realized that I've been a cowardly wuss in my dealings with you. And it's all very unfair to you. You see, I value our friendship so highly that I have let it paralyze my desire for you. Yet I have such strong physical desire for you that I have been unable to just let it go either. So I have been torturing myself. I must finally make this clear... I will be your lover or your friend... but I can not live in this weird world of frustration in between. I know you well. I have a deep emotional connection with you. I want to make love to you right now. I want you to be my lover and to share my intimacy with you through our bodies... And if you can't meet me at that level of complete surrender and passion, then better to have nothing and forget this silliness completely and be strictly platonic friends. No moving slowly... either all or none!"

Um... Obviously you are going to have to use your own words here, because I got a little Shakespearean there for effect... and if you use those exact words she might just start laughing... but if you use that idea, it will work.

Offer her passion. Offer her massive, powerful, masculine desire... or just back the hell off and be friends.

Everything in between is bullshit anyway. Friends are friends and lovers are lovers... the stuff in the middle is just a life without juice or passion.

Don't hesitate, pal. Fix this now. Make her your friend or your lover, and quit wussing around on the fence.

And then keep living that way. Don't turn all indecisive again the next minute. She will probably cry with relief when you finally sweep her up in your arms and make love to her.

Don't let her down after that. Keep that masculine decisiveness every time you see her run her fingertips across her chest from now on (and if things go very well, who knows, maybe for the rest of your life together).

Your friend,
Alex

So... what do you think? Did he get the message? Here’s his reply to me:

Hey Alex,

Thanks for the reply and thanks for calling me a wuss, it was something I really needed to hear. All this time I thought I was respecting her wishes to take things slow, but like you put it, it was just me being a wuss and not being man enough.

Everything you said makes sense to me, and I was already thinking it might have to be something along the lines of the possibilities you laid out for me. The whole "take things slow" thing has really thrown me off! I kind of wish she had never told me how she felt in the first place because I found myself being more sexually assertive with her before she told me (italics mine). I was more flirtatious, and all around more manly. And I’ll bet this behavior is one of the reasons she became attracted to me in the first place, am I right? I definitely don’t want to lose that.

Once again, thanks for taking the time to read and reply to my email. I know what I have to do. I look forward to your future newsletters and all around expertise.

Is your relationship stuck in one of these 3 possibilities?

1) Are you afraid of showing your woman the full depth of your passion?

2) Is your passion unwelcome to her? Does she prefer a safe life without passion?

3) Have you lost her passion along the way... have you crossed over to the point where she can no longer see you as the sexually passionate man you once were?
Case Study:
Can Becoming Passionate In The Bedroom Save You Thousands In Credit Card Debt?

One common issue that kills passion in couples is just a lack of trying. We may not like to admit it (the way the guy below does), but a lot of men use their wife as a body to masturbate in. Making real connection, even with someone you love and who you’ve been with for years, is one of the hardest things a man can do.

This one was long and… um… sexually graphic, so I edited it down a bit…

Dear Alex,

I love your newsletter and like the idea it's husband and wife stuff you're addressing. I have been sparked by asking myself some hard questions this year while on the internet. One question was: is my wife getting satisfied in the bedroom? I got my courage up to ask her in a loving way and I knew what the answer was gonna be. She didn't want to hurt my feelings cause she was my one and only and I was her one and only. But you guessed it. I was not doing it for her.

To be honest I was just using her to masturbate. I get my fix and the heck with her. Boy I started to feel such shame at what a total jerk I have been all these years. We have been married for 12 years […]

Another thing I noticed was my wife would always put me in credit card debt every few years and we would wind up in this huge fight and I would get so mad with her it made me want to grudge-sex her if you know what I mean.

Sure enough here she was in debt again and I have been studying [some of the Revolutionary Sex eBook material]

Well I just asked her that night point blank "Do you get me in debt so I can get all mad so I can just F**K the S**t out of you [...]?"

We had a long talk that night. She let down the wall and said [...] lot’s of really graphic details about her liking the passion that he displays when he’s angry with her that I don’t need to print here…

... she has been having orgasms all the time, and to my amazement she hands me her paycheck every week to have full control of the money no cross words. I never dreamed she would do that! Our finances are getting better and our communication is improving. […]

Now I find myself giving her a hot oil massage all over her body with candles lit and soft music playing and the sex toys [...] I am washing dishes and cleaning the house help fold the clothes and wash the dog and its not for sex it's cause we addressed some very difficult things in our bedroom.

Please put this in a way that I can understand what has happened in our relationship so that my mind can understand it. I love this new me and I love the new woman I have found.

Thanks, K.

Now, much as I’d like to take all of the credit for these two kids finally finding their passion for each other after 12 years of marriage… what this really took was GUTS.

It takes guts to take a serious look at your own performance in the relationship.

It takes guts to have a truly honest conversation about it with your wife.

I think that, as life is action and passion, it is required of a man that he should share the passion and action of his time at peril of being judged not to have lived.

- Oliver Wendell Holmes

“This is the true joy in life: The being used for a purpose recognized by yourself as a mighty one; the being thoroughly worn out before you are thrown on the scrap heap; the being a Force Of Nature instead of a feverish selfish little clod of ailments and grievances complaining that the world will not devote itself to making you happy”

George Bernard Shaw
And it takes balls of steel to actually DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT.

The amazing truth is that for more than a decade these two were both wishing for more, and both resenting each other for being trapped in a marriage without passion.

And just like teenagers who aren’t getting enough attention from their parents will act out with bad behavior to get noticed... to get some emotion pointed in their direction... conflict in your relationship could be coming from the same sort of thing.

We all want to be seen by our lover. Really seen and understood. We want to be the object of intense feelings.

And ideally we want those feelings to be passionate love, desire, sexual lust.

How much better could you and your woman get along if this crap was cleared up between you? How much better could your life be if you were living a life, together, of fearless passion?

Life, Love, Passion
The Ability To Change Your Life...

This started out more as “wishful thinking” on my part than as an organized plan to release a new program to my members.

I have been collecting a lot of information since I first wrote Revolutionary Sex, and even when I was creating my best selling Command & Control system (which I created next ONLY because so many of my members and readers were clamoring for the definitive system for lasting longer and having more powerful control over their own orgasms)... even as I was working on these other projects, I was still doing more and more research into every other aspect of sexual and relationship satisfaction...

I explored everything - from the spiritual to bizarre fetishism - and I have been preparing to release new programs to share all this stuff with my members.

The question was: What should I share first?

Well, a few weeks ago (as of this writing), if you were already a subscriber to my free newsletter, The Allman Report, you got a survey asking just that question...

Only I added one extra option onto the survey that is not really directly inside of the core interest of my members (sex). This extra option I added was “wishful thinking” on my part because it is the thing that I am personally most interested in... the thing that I have spent my entire life building systems, philosophies, and tools around for myself... it is the thing that among my own closest friends, the people who know me best, that I am best known for...

So I added it... just to see if there was ANY interest in this topic...

You can imagine that I was surprised and THRILLED when it turned out that it was also the one category that my readers said that THEY were most interested in too!

Here’s how the option read in the survey:

How To Have Passion In Bed And In Life... A man's guide to unleashing his passions in life, using sex and sexual skills as a way to cultivate a life of adventure and strong emotional power. The central theme of this program would teach how to eliminate boredom from your world and create a life and lifestyle that excites you and your woman and energizes your relationships with fun and maybe a bit of danger
No one has ever seen this information before...

Over the years I have personally mentored dozens of men, most younger than me, but a surprising number who came to me much later in years than myself... and all of them were interested in learning the same thing from me:

How come I seemed to be getting so much more out of life than anyone else they knew?

How come my relationship is so much more romantic, powerful, and constantly dynamic?

I already mentioned that the biggest challenge to living a life of passion is fear. And that is the truth. Learning how to unleash your full power and potential in life and in love is going to require learning some new ways to master your own self-limiting reflexes...

But what I didn’t mention was that one of the biggest pitfalls to learning to live with passion is that fearlessness can make you do some stupid things that you might regret later.

It’s all well and good to make “go for it!” your motto… but over the years I have learned specific strategies and secrets to knowing exactly when saying “yes” to risk and passion is going to juice up your life… and when it is going to be something that you remember with queasy regret.

A PASSIONATE SEXUAL RELATIONSHIP

There are two situations that you need to master, and I am going to give you the keys to both.

If you are dating, you need to “show up” in a way that lets a woman know, in no uncertain terms, that you are a man of passion, and that it INSPIRES her to live her wildest passion when she is in your arms. (Do this wrong and some truly great women, who happen to be a bit more shy, will just get scared away from your power).

And... If you are already in a long term relationship, you need to inject passion into the relationship as your own power grows. But people resist change, and if you think your woman is just going to go, “great! let’s be passionate now!” you are in for a bad surprise. Leading her into a new and more powerful life takes finesse and very specific, step-by-step strategies so that she gets excited and works with you, instead of resisting change every step of the way.

What one wants is unrestrained passion, fire for fire.
- Henry Miller
PASSIONATE LOVER
PASSIONATE LIFE...

I am going to “peel back the protective layer” of my own life and the lives of other couples and individuals that are living fully passionate lives, and fully expose exactly what it takes to live this life.

And I am going to be complete. Yes, I will show you exactly how to make the small adjustments in your life that will create massive transformations and turn you into a man of passion...

Yes, I will take you step-by-step through the process of bringing passion out in your lover...

But, most importantly of all, I am going to show you the exact strategies and actions that you must have in place so that the passion will last between you for a lifetime.

Any two-bit advice columnist can tell you to win her trust and get her to share her wildest sexual fantasy with you, and then play it out with her (and most of them tell you exactly that)

... and that’s not bad... for a few months.

But lasting passion has nothing to do with fantasy. If you can’t link your sexual passion to your love, and to your essence as a man, you may be great friends and partners, but you will never experience that feeling when strangers ask you, “hey are you two on your honeymoon?” even after you’ve been together for decades.

There Was So Much Interest In This Program Originally That The Pilot Program Sold Out In 3 Days...

Nobody was more surprised (or happy) about this than me...

When I released Command & Control I knew it would sell out quickly because I had received so many emails on the subject... but the interest in that program on actual surveys was nowhere near the numbers I have been seeing since I started talking about this subject...

This program is not just business for me... it is my passion and a dream fulfilled for me in creating it.

I don’t think I’ll ever be “finished” with it, as my current customers can attest... I am always fine-tuning the material and adding new stuff.

The Program Is FINALLY Once Again Open To The Public...

...It is not cheap (nor should they be.)

But because I have such a large personal interest in the “right people” getting in on it, I have the program loaded up with bonuses that are actually worth more than the entire price.

The point is...

It’s not for everyone. In fact, as I’ve talked about it publicly I’ve found that many guys find that the content in this program scares the crap out of them.

But for the man that “gets it” and is willing to take responsibility for himself and his own personal goals and growth... The Passionate Lover, Passionate Life program speaks for itself.

If you are ready to take action and get the rest of the details, you can see what the special offer looks like right here:

**Click Here To Get The Details Of The Pre-Release Special Of The “Passionate Lover, Passionate Life” Program**

Wishing you a life of love, passion, and romance,

Alex Allman